Open problems from the 15th Annual ACM Symposium on Computational Geometry .
Frequently in computer graphics . triangulated spheres are represented through two separat e components : geometry (vertex coordinates) and topology (vertex connectivity) . A negativ e answer to the posed question permits the compression of the topological information by storin g it implicitly within the geometric information .
Jeff Erickson, Univ . Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, jeffe©cs .uiuc.edu Say that a nonconvex polyhedron in 1183 is smooth if (a) every facet is a triangle with constan t aspect ratio (i .e., the triangles are fat), and (b) the minimum dihedral angle (either interna l or external) is a constant . Can any smooth polyhedron be triangulated (perhaps employin g Steiner points) using only 0(n) tetrahedra? Equivalently, is it always possible to decompose a smooth polyhedron into 0(n) convex pieces?
Both conditions (a) and (b) are necessary . Chazelle's polyhedron [C84], which cannot b e decomposed into fewer than Q(n z ) convex pieces, has large dihedral angles, but its facets hav e aspect ratio Q(n) . A variant of Chazelle's polyhedron can be constructed with fat triangula r facets, but with minimum dihedral angle 0(1/12 2 ) , Smooth polyhedra are not necessarily "fat" t -for example, a 1 x n. x n rectangular -pizz a box " can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a smooth polyhedron with O(n) facets . Th e Schdnhardt polyhedron (a nontriangulatable twisted triangular prism [E97]) is smooth, s o smooth polyhedra cannot necessarily be triangulated without Steiner points . In fact . gluing 0(n) Schdnhardt polyhedra onto a sphere yields a smooth polyhedron that satisfies bot h conditions and requires Sl(n) Steiner points . Is this the worst possible? Greg Perkins, Rutgers Univ ., gperkins@paul .rutgers .ed u
The "wireless communications location problem" is to determine the point p on the z = 0 plan e at which a user is located from signals detected by a collection of receivers . The user sends out a radio signal (a sphere expanding at uniform velocity), which perhaps diffracts around o r reflects off of buildings before being received . The given data is as follows :
A set B of orthogonal 3D boxes (the buildings), oriented isothetically, each with its bas e on the z = 0 plane, each taller than the highest receiver ;
• A set R of receiver locations (points in R3 ) ; an d • A set S of received signals, each described by the receiver and the distance traveled alon g the signal's polygonal path .
The signals S come in three varieties :
1. Line-of-sight (LOS) signals, direct from p to r E R .
2. 1-diffracted signals, diffracted at most once around an edge or vertex of some buildin g b E B. In effect the expanding sphere of radio waves is retransmitted at building corners . 3. k-reflected signals, reflected at most k times off of building walls (which act as a radio-wav e mirrors) . It may be assumed that k < 3 .
LOS signals can be distinguished from diffracted and reflected signals . It may be assumed tha t no signal is both diffracted and reflected . Various pragmatic assumptions may be made abou t the maximum propagation distance of a signal . and the size of the buildings with respect t o this distance: Is there a topological cube with orthogonal opposite facets? More precisely . does there exist a bounded convex polytope in IR3 . whose graph (1-skeleton) is the same as that of a unit cube ( 6 quadrangular facets with the incidence relationships of a cube) . such that for each of the thre e pairs of opposite facets, the planes containing them form a dihedral angle of 90 degrees ? During the open-problem session . John Conway observed tha t there is a nonconvex topological cube with this property . His construction is as follows . Take three quadrangles arrange d in the plane as shown to the right . and add three vertical rectangular faces at the bold edges, meeting at a vertex a t infinity. Then "distort" this polyhedron slightly to make a topological cube with orthogonal opposite faces . The center vertex dents inwards, so the polyhedron is nonconvex.
Mark de Berg, Utrecht Univ ., markdb@cs .uu .nl Solve either of the following problems in o(n 4 ) time :
1. Let S be a set of n segments in the plane . Determine whether there is a point p seeing al l segments completely.
2. Let P be a set of ii points in the plane . Find a point q in the plane that maximizes th e minimum difference between any pair of distances d(p, q) and d(r, q) over all pairs p . I E P . That is, find a point q that maximizes minj ,,,.cp jd(p, q) -d(r, q)l .
The goal of the second problem is to reduce the dimension of P from two to one by replacin g every point by its distance to the point q . For this to be effective . q should be chosen so tha t it discriminates between any pair of points as much as possible .
